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Using isobaric–isothermal replica exchangemolecular dynamics and all-atom explicit watermodel we study the
impact of Aβmonomer binding on the equilibrium properties of DMPC bilayer.We found that partial insertion of
Aβ peptide into the bilayer reduces the density of lipids in the binding “footprint” and indents the bilayer thus
creating a lipid density depression. Our simulations also reveal thinning of the bilayer and a decrease in the
area per lipid in the proximity of Aβ. Although structural analysis of lipid hydrophobic core detects disordering
in the orientations of lipid tails, it also shows surprisingly minor structural perturbations in the tail conforma-
tions. Finally, partial insertion of Aβ monomer does not enhance water permeation through the DMPC bilayer
and even causes considerable dehydration of the lipid–water interface. Therefore,we conclude that Aβmonomer
bound to the DMPC bilayer fails to perturb the bilayer structure in both leaflets. Limited scope of structural per-
turbations in the DMPC bilayer caused by Aβmonomermay constitute themolecular basis of its low cytotoxicity.
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1. Introduction

The onset of Alzheimer's disease (AD) is linked to Aβ peptides,
which are the products of normal cellular proteolysis [1]. Depending
on the specific locationwhere Aβ is cleaved from the amyloid precursor
protein, two main Aβ alloforms, Aβ1-40 and Aβ1-42, are identified, of
which the former represents about 90% of all Aβ species in cerebrospi-
nal fluid [2]. Experimental data demonstrate that Aβ peptides, particu-
larly in oligomeric forms, exert cytotoxic effects on neuron cells [3,4].
Yet, from the molecular perspective it is still unclear how Aβ peptides
induce damage to cells causing their death. It is reasonable to suggest
that Aβ oligomers may disrupt cellular membranes and increase their
permeability to ions, particularly Ca2+ [5]. Along these lines of thought,
theoretical models propose that Aβ aggregates inside the lipid bilayers
form stable pores, which lead to uncontrollable ion traffic [6,7]. Inde-
pendent of specific mode of membrane perturbation, the interactions
of Aβ peptides with membranes are likely to destabilize cellular ion
homeostasis.

Numerous experimental studies have probed Aβ interactions
with lipid bilayers [8–15]. It appears that at low Aβ concentrations
(≲150 nM) Aβ peptides bind to lipid bilayers as monomers [13],
but at higher peptide concentrations Aβ oligomeric species interact
with the bilayers [12]. Furthermore, Aβ oligomers display strongest
binding affinity compared to large aggregates [16] and Aβ binding af-
finity to anionic lipid bilayers is larger than for zwitterionic ones
[17]. Aβ peptides not only bind but also penetrate into the core of
lipid bilayers. This conclusion follows from the analysis of electron
density profiles, which indicates that Aβ1-40 interacts with bilayer
hydrophobic cores [9]. Binding of Aβ peptides to the lipid bilayers
and penetration into their cores compromise the integrity of bilayers.
In the extreme case Aβ peptides can completely destabilize DMPC bilay-
ers transforming lamellar phase into micelles [18]. However, more typ-
ically the impact of Aβ peptides is limited to perturbation of bilayer
structure and increased permeability of ions [14]. Importantly, deep
penetration of Aβ into the bilayer causes more profound disruption of
its structure compared to surface binding [8,15]. In support of theoreti-
cal models, application of atomic force microscopy and circular dichro-
ism suggests that Aβ peptides can form stable structures resembling ion
channels in the bilayers [12].

All-atom explicit water molecular dynamics (MD) is a useful, com-
plementary to experiments, tool offering unparalleled opportunities to
probe Aβ-bilayer interactions in atomic detail. Constant temperature
MD simulations have investigated the lipid bilayers with preinserted
Aβ peptides and performed the analysis of Aβ impact on the bilayer
structure [19–21]. These studies have showed that Aβ peptides, even
in monomeric form, significantly disorder lipid structure and packing.
Although Aβ monomers generally remained embedded in the zwitter-
ionic DPPC or POPC lipid bilayers for the durationof simulations (several
hundreds of ns), they also revealed a tendency to move closer to the
bilayer surface [19]. One published report has even observed expulsion
of Aβ peptide from the lipid bilayer and its readsorption on the surface
[22]. RecentMD study utilizing umbrella sampling has revealed that Aβ
peptides bound to the bilayer stabilize the formation of pores [23]. Fur-
thermore, MD simulations have probed Aβ aggregation in the lipid
bilayers showing that Aβ monomers can form mobile small oligomers,
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Fig. 1. (a) Chemical structure of DMPC lipid. Atom numbering follows that used in
CHARMM36 force field. DMPC lipid is divided as marked into five groups: choline (G1),
phosphate (G2), glycerol (G3), and two fatty acid tails (G4 and G5). Fatty acid chains sn-
1 and sn-2 are also identified. (b) REMD simulation snapshot at 330 K illustrating binding
of Aβ monomers to DMPC bilayer consisting of 98 lipids. The simulation system includes
two Aβ monomers, which bind independently to the opposite leaflets of the bilayer.
Lipid phosphorus atoms are in green,whereas Aβpeptides are shown in cartoon represen-
tation in purple.Watermolecules are given by thin blue lines. The centers ofmass of phos-
phorus atoms in each leaflet fluctuate around the positions ± zP,0 along the z-axis.
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which then assemble into larger, channel-forming aggregates [24]. It
appears that in general Aβ interactions with the lipid bilayer do not
noticeably facilitate water permeation through the membrane [21,23].

Although the studies cited above provide important insights into the
mechanism of Aβ-bilayer interactions, it is important to verify their
conclusions using simulated tempering methods, such as replica ex-
change molecular dynamics (REMD). Two very recent studies have
applied REMD to the problem of peptide–membrane interactions.
Sugita and coworkers have used surface-tension (NPγT) REMD to
study the structure of POPC bilayer and its interactions with WALP23
peptide [25]. They showed that NPγT REMD significantly enriches con-
formational sampling of lipids and peptide. In our previous study we
have applied isobaric–isothermal (NPT) REMD to probe the interactions
of Aβ10-40 monomer with zwitterionic DMPC bilayer [26]. We found
that Aβ monomer binding to the DMPC bilayer causes dramatic struc-
tural transition in the peptide resulting in appearance of stable helix
structure in the C-terminal. We have also determined that the central
hydrophobic cluster and the C-terminal in Aβ not only govern binding
to the bilayer, but also penetrate into the bilayer core. In contrast, the
polar N-terminal and turn region form interactions mainly with the
bilayer surface. Thus, in our previous study [26] we focused exclusively
on the conformational changes in the binding Aβ peptide. However,
based on the studies performed by other groups [19–21] we expect
that binding and penetration of Aβ peptide into the bilayer may also
perturb its structure. This specific issue, which was beyond the scope
of our previous study [26], is addressed in this article.

Specifically, using NPT-REMD and all-atom explicit water model we
study the structural changes in DMPC lipid bilayer caused by binding of
Aβmonomer. As a control we use the MD simulations of Aβ-free DMPC
bilayer. Our main results are as follows. First, Aβ peptide, which is
bound and partially inserted in the bilayer, reduces the density of lipids
in the binding “footprint” and indents the bilayer, thus creating a lipid
density depression. Second, our simulations reveal thinning of the bi-
layer and a decrease in the area per lipid in the proximity of Aβ. Third,
although the analysis of lipid hydrophobic core detects disordering in
the orientation of lipid tails, it also shows surprisingly minor structural
perturbations in the tail conformations. We explain these observations
by shallow insertion of Aβ, which weakly affects the density of fatty
acid tails beneath Aβ binding “footprint”. Our fourth result suggests
that partial insertion of Aβ monomer does not enhance water per-
meation through the DMPC bilayer and even causes significant dehy-
dration of the lipid–water interface. We conclude the paper by
comparing our results with previous studies and discussing their
possible implications for Aβ cytotoxic mechanism.

2. Methods

2.1. All-atom explicit solvent model

We have performed two sets of simulations of the dimyristoyl-
phosphatidylcholine (DMPC) lipid bilayer in explicit water, one with
Aβ monomers interacting with the bilayer and another with the pure
bilayer without peptides. We have selected DMPC lipids, because they
are ubiquitous in cell membranes, small in size, and their structural
and physicochemical properties are well known (Fig. 1a) [27]. In our
simulations CHARMM22 protein force field with CMAP corrections
[28] and the CHARMM36 lipid force field [29] were used. CMAP correc-
tions are necessary to improve the agreement between experimental
and in silico protein structures in the disordered regions [28]. To remain
consistent with our previous studies [26,30,31], we used the amino-
truncated Aβ10-40 peptide. It is important to note that the truncation
of polar amino terminal increases the overall hydrophobicity of Aβ pep-
tide that in turnmay enhance its affinitywith respect to binding to lipid
bilayers.

Because the full description of Aβ +bilayer system can be found in
our previous study [26], we provide only its brief summary below.
We considered two Aβ10-40 monomers interacting with the bilayer
formed by 98 DMPC lipids (Fig. 1b). Each bilayer leaflet was composed
of 49 lipids arranged in a 7 × 7 square shape. Aβ peptides were placed
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on the opposite sides of the bilayer. Aβ protonation state corresponded
to normal pH, and the peptides were capped with neutral acetylated
and aminated terminals. To neutralize the system two sodium ions
were added. Initial dimensions of the Aβ +bilayer system were 55.6 Å̊
× 55.6 Å̊ × 81.4 Å ̊, and it contained 4356 TIP3P water molecules. Aβ-
free system included only the DMPC solvated bilayer and served as a
control. Similar to Aβ +bilayer system it contained 98 DMPC lipids
arranged in a 7 × 7 square shape. Initial size of the simulation box
was 56.2 Å ̊ × 56.2 Å ̊ × 60.0 Å ̊, which contained 1743 TIP3P water
molecules.

Following our previous study [26] simulation systems utilized two
sets of constraints. The first applied harmonic potentials to the centers
of mass of phosphorus (P) atoms in each leaflet. Specifically, this con-
straint used the force constant k ¼ 6:5kcal= molA∘2

� �
to approximately

fix the center of mass of P atoms in each leaflet at the distance jzP;0j ¼ 1
7:35A∘ from the bilayer midplane (Fig. 1b). Because the constraint
potentials act upon the centers of mass of P atoms rather than on indi-
vidual atoms, they do not restrain the shape of the bilayer including
its bending or indentation. The purpose of these constraints was to
prevent disintegration of the lipid bilayer at high REMD temperatures
(see below). These constraints were used in Aβ +bilayer and Aβ-free
systems. The second set of constraints applied only in Aβ+bilayer sys-
temprohibited Aβ peptides from crossing the periodic boundaries along
the z dimension. These constraintswere implemented as a pair of repul-
sive harmonic potentials with the force constant k ¼ 10kcal= molA∘2

� �
,

which act upon the z coordinates of peptide atoms (or ions) when
their z is within 4A∘ from the periodic boundary. These boundary con-
straints only affected peptide atoms or ions and were not applied to
either lipid orwater atoms. Their sole purposewas to block the aggrega-
tion of Aβ peptides across periodic images.

To assess the impact of the constraints affecting phosphorus atoms,
we have performed additional simulations of Aβ-free system, which
did not include these constraints (see Supplementary Data).

2.2. Molecular dynamics simulations

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of all systemswere performed
using the isobaric–isothermal (NPT) ensemble and NAMDprogram [32].
Temperature was held constant using underdamped Langevin dynamics
of “virtual” solvent with the damping coefficient γ = 5ps−1. Pressure
was controlled by the Nose–Hoover Langevin piston method and a
semi-isotropic pressure coupling scheme was applied, in which x and y
box dimensions (in the bilayer plane) were coupled, whereas z dimen-
sion was adjusted independently. The Langevin piston period was set
to 200 fs and the piston decay time was 100 fs. The integration step
was set to 1 fs. All simulation systems utilized periodic boundary condi-
tions. Electrostatic interactionswere computed using Ewald summation,
whereas van der Waals interactions were smoothly switched off in
the interval from 8 to 12 Å. Covalent bonds were constrained by the
SHAKE algorithm.

Aβ-free DMPC bilayer systems utilized conventional MD. In these
systems temperature and pressure were held constant at 330 K and 1
atm. For Aβ-free system with the constraints four independent MD
trajectories were produced, generating a total simulation time of
400 ns. Because 10 nswere discarded from the beginning of each trajec-
tory as unequilibrated, the simulation time was reduced to 360 ns. Sim-
ilarly, for Aβ-free systemwithout the constraints two 60 ns trajectories
were produced, from which 100 ns were used for analysis.

2.3. Replica exchange protocol

Due to the presence of peptides in Aβ +bilayer system, enhanced
conformational sampling, such as replica exchangemolecular dynamics
(REMD) [33,34], is necessary to achieve simulation convergence. REMD
method must be adapted for isobaric–isothermal (NPT) ensemble,
which is suitable for bilayers. NPT-REMD formalism is described in
detail elsewhere [26,35]. In the REMD simulations of Aβ +bilayer sys-
tem,whichwere performed in our previous study [26], we have consid-
ered R=40 replicas distributed exponentially in the temperature range
from 320 to 430 K. The selection of slightly elevated temperature range
facilitates conformational sampling. Pressure in all replicas was main-
tained at the constant value of P = 1 atm. Exchanges were attempted
every 2 ps between all neighboring replicas along the temperature
scale generating an average acceptance rate of 24%. Five independent
REMD trajectories were generated, resulting in the cumulative simula-
tion time of 4 μs or 100 ns per replica. The initial unequilibrated portions
of the simulations were discarded, reducing the cumulative simulation
time to 3.3 μs. However, use of two peptides independently interacting
with the bilayer effectively doubles the cumulative simulation time per
peptide to 6.6 μs. Analysis of REMD convergence and definitions of er-
rors are presented in our previous work [26] and are also discussed in
the Supplementary Data. These results demonstrate that REMD simula-
tions approximately converge justifying the choice of REMD tempera-
ture range.

2.4. Computation of structural probes

To explore spatial distribution of atoms we computed the number
densities n = N/V, where N is the number of atoms in the volume V.
More specifically, we defined the atom number density n(z) at the dis-
tance z from bilayer midplane as an average number of atoms in the
narrow volume layer (z, z+Δz), whereΔz ¼ 0:5A∘. Three such number
densities, nl(z), np(z), and nw(z), were computed for lipid, protein, and
water heavy atoms, respectively. To characterize the distribution of
lipids on the bilayer surface we used the area number density nP(x, y)
defined as the average number of phosphorus atoms P in the area
element ΔxΔywith the coordinates (x, y) (Δx ¼ Δy ¼ 1A∘). In comput-
ing nP(x, y) the point (0, 0) was always associated with the center of
mass of Aβ peptide. In addition, we have used the radial area number
density nP(r) defined as the number of phosphorus atoms in the area
enclosed by the concentric circles (r, r + Δr), where Δr ¼ 0:5A∘ and r
is the distance to the peptide center of mass. Finally, we computed the
lipid atom number density nl(r, z) as a function of the distance to the
peptide center of mass r and the distance to the bilayer midplane z. In
these computations nl(r, z) reports the average number of lipid heavy
atoms in the concentric circular layer of the width Δr and the thickness
Δz at the distances r and z. The water atom number density nw(r, z) was
defined in a similar way. Finally, we defined the radial distribution
function gPP(r), which gives the average area number density of phos-
phorus atoms P at the distance r from a reference P. In the functions
defined above the distance r between lipids (or water) and peptide
was computed in (x, y) plane, i.e., in two dimensions with the coordi-
nate z not included.

Area per lipid Al was computed using Voronoi tessellation by apply-
ing Qhull program [36]. Phosphorus atoms were assumed to represent
lipids, whereas the peptide was represented by the centers of mass of
amino acid side chains. It is worth noting that the use of lipid centers
of mass in tessellation does not lead to qualitatively different results.
To exclude unbound amino acids a side chain was considered for
Voronoi tessellation only if its center of mass occurred in the interval 0
bjzjbzP;0 þ 6:5A∘ , where z ¼ 0A∘ corresponds to the bilayer midplane
and zP,0 is the average position of the center of mass of phosphorus
atoms in a leaflet.

To quantify ordering of lipid molecules we used a generic order
parameter

S ¼ 3cos2θ−1
2

; ð1Þ

where θ is the angle between a lipid vector and the bilayer normal. If
lipid vectors are associated with the fatty acid C\H bonds, then
Eq. (1) defines the lipid carbon–deuterium order parameter SCD,
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which measures ordering of fatty acid tails sn-1 and sn-2 (Fig. 1a) with
respect to the bilayer normal. If lipid vectors are represented by Ci − 1−
Ci backbone bonds in fatty acid tails, then the same equation defines the
order parameter SCC, which provides additional measure of the orienta-
tion of fatty acid backbones with respect to bilayer normal. Ordering of
lipid headgroups was assessed by 13C\31P dipolar couplings [37,38]

ΔvD ¼ 12236:5j3cos
2θ−1
2r3

�����: ð2Þ

In this equation θ is the angle between a C–P vector, defined by a
given carbon atom C and phosphorus atom P, and the bilayer normal
(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) The area number density for lipid phosphorus atoms nP(x, y) on the bilayer sur-
face as a function of coordinates x and y. The center ofmass of Aβ peptide is placed atx ¼ 0
A∘ and y ¼ 0A∘. The density map is averaged over two Aβ peptides. Because nP(x, y) is in-
trinsically isotropic, the density map is further smoothed by averaging over the quadrants
and the diagonals within the quadrants. The lipid density is color coded according to the
scale. (b) Radial area number density of phosphorus atoms nP(r) with respect to the dis-
tance r from the peptide center of mass. The REMD data from Aβ +bilayer system are
given in black, whereas the data from the control Aβ-free simulations are in red. Thick
black line corresponds to the area number density nP + SC(r) combining phosphorus
atoms with amino acid centers of mass. Errors are presented as bars. Both panels indicate
that Aβmonomer creates a lipid density depressionwith the radiusRc ¼ 14A∘ enclosed by
dashed lines. Panel (b) also shows that the total number density within Aβ “footprint” is
increased compared to Aβ-free regions (large r).
and r is the distance between the atoms C and P. The parameter ΔvD
was computed for all carbons in the lipid headgroup, glycerol, and six
carbons from fatty acid tails, CX1, CX2, and CX14 (X= 2,3; Fig. 1a).

Additional measures of fatty acid conformations were provided by
the number of gauche defects, fatty acid chain length, and tilt angle.
To compute the number of gauche defects per fatty acid chain g we
used the fatty acid backbone dihedral angles α defined by the carbons
Ci, Ci + 1, Ci + 2, and Ci + 3. For each fatty acid chain we can determine
11 such dihedral angles. Then, g is the number of these dihedral angles
occurring in the intervals [−120∘, 0∘] or [0∘, 120∘]. Fatty acid chain length
L was defined as the distance between the carbonyl atom and the last
carbon atom in a fatty acid chain. Tilt angle γ was computed as the
angle between the vector L

!
and the bilayer normal. Finally,we assumed

that amino acid forms a contact with a lipid if the centers of mass of
its side chain and any of the lipid structural groups are less than 6.5 Å
apart.

For Aβ +bilayer system thermodynamic averages of structural
quantities (denoted as b … N) were computed using the multiple
histogram method [39] adapted for NPT simulations [40,41]. Results
are reported at T = 330 K to maintain consistency with our previous
studies [26,30]. Data from Aβ-free systems are presented as time
averages obtained with an interval of 10 ps between structures. Due
to the systems' symmetry with respect to the bilayer midplane and
because in Aβ+bilayer system the peptides do not interact, all structur-
al quantities were averaged over two leaflets.

2.5. Testing lipid force field and simulation design

To validate the selection of CHARMM36 lipid force field, we com-
pared the lipid conformations sampled in Aβ-free system against
experimental data [27,38,42]. To this end, we analyzed several struc-
tural quantities, such as area per lipid Al, order parameter SCD, dipolar
coupling ΔvD, and the number of gauche defects g. The detailed com-
parison presented in Supplementary Data indicates that our simula-
tions of the DMPC bilayer adequately reproduce experimental
properties.

In Supplementary Data we also present the comparison of lipid
conformations sampled in Aβ-free simulations with and without
the constraints applied to the centers of mass of phosphorus atoms
in each leaflet. The analysis suggests that these constraints do not
appreciably affect lipid structure. This is not surprising, because
when applied to the centers of mass of P atoms the constraints do
not preclude bending or indentation of the bilayer. For brevity Aβ-free
simulations with the constraints are referred to below as Aβ-free simu-
lations or Aβ-free bilayer.

3. Results

3.1. Aβ impact on bilayer structure

Due to exhaustive sampling NPT-REMD allows us to examine in
detail the impact of Aβ monomer on DMPC bilayer. In Aβ +bilayer
simulations Aβ monomer binds to the bilayer with the probability
Pb ≈ 1.0, where Pb is the probability that at least one amino acid is
bound [26]. According to our previous study binding of Aβ leads to
shallow insertion of the peptide C-terminal and central hydrophobic
cluster into the bilayer. To visualize the impact of Aβ insertion on the
bilayer structure we first computed the area number density for lipid
phosphorus atoms nP(x, y) (see Methods). Fig. 2a reveals that the
peptide inflicts a striking density depression of phosphorus atoms,
which becomes most pronounced in its center. The boundary of de-
pression approximately occurs at the distance Rc ¼ 14A∘ from the
peptide center of mass, at which the number of peptide–lipid con-
tacts reach maximum. Therefore, Rc can be considered as a radius
of the peptide binding “footprint” on the DMPC bilayer. The lipids
within the “footprint” are classified as proximal, whereas the lipids
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Fig. 3. (a) Heavy atom number densities as a function of the distance z from the bilayer
midplane: lipid atomnumber density nl(z) is shown in green, water atomnumber density
nw(z) is given in blue, and the peptide atom number density np(z) is in black. To improve
readability of the plot np(z) is scaled by a factor of 10. Light gray and blue regions along z
correspond to bilayer interior (z b zb) and bilayer–water interface layer (zb b z b ze).
(b) Heavy atom number densities nl(z; k) for lipid groups k (=G1–G5 in Fig. 1a) as a func-
tion of the distance z from bilayer midplane. Data in purple, red, green, and yellow corre-
spond to choline (G1), phosphorus (G2), glycerol (G3), and fatty acid (G4, G5) groups.
Solid and dashed lines represent the distributions computed for proximal and distant
(with respect to Aβ location) molecules, respectively. The figure shows that bound Aβ re-
duces lipid density within its “footprint”, indents the bilayer, and causes significant dehy-
dration of its surface.

Table 1
Impact of Aβ binding on lipid structural groups.

Lipid group, k nl
prox(k)/nldist(k)a Δzmax kð Þ;A∘b

G1 0.66 ± 0.09 −1.0 ± 0.4
G2 0.63 ± 0.10 −1.5 ± 0.4
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located outside the “footprint” are referred to as distant.1 Further in-
formation is provided in Fig. 2b, which plots the radial area number
density nP(r) with respect to the distance r from the peptide center
of mass (see Methods). It is clear that within the peptide “footprint”
one can distinguish two regions, where the density increases slowly
(r≲6A∘) and rapidly (6A∘ ≲rbRc). The third region corresponds to
distant lipids (Rc b r). From Aβ +bilayer simulations the averages
of nP in the three regions are 0.006 ± 0.003, 0.011 ± 0.001, and
0.016 ± 0.000 Å−2, respectively. Therefore, these estimates and
Fig. 2b imply that the area lipid density in the center of the “foot-
print” drops three times compared to the density in distant regions.
Although lipid density drastically decreases within the “footprint”,
it remains far from being negligible (nP rð Þ≳0:005A∘−2). Additionally,
Fig. 2b shows the area number density nP + SC(r) combining phos-
phorus atoms and the centers of mass of Aβ side chains. The plot of
nP + SC(r) reveals highly elevated number density at r b Rc indicating
that in the center of the binding “footprint” amino acids are mixed
with the lipids. For example, in the distant regions (r N Rc) the average
value of nP + SC(r) is 0.017 ± 0.000 Å−2, but it rises four-fold to
0.068 ± 0.001 Å−2 in the Aβ “footprint” (r b Rc). Finally, Fig. 2b com-
pares nP(r) computed for Aβ +bilayer system with that obtained for
Aβ-free bilayer. For both systems the area number densities at the
distances r N Rc coincide suggesting that the distant lipids in Aβ+bilayer
system have similar properties to those in Aβ-free bilayer.

The analysis above describes the distribution of lipids on the bilayer
surface. In order to probe the distribution of lipid, water, and protein
atoms across the bilayer we computed the atom number densities
n(z) at the distance z from bilayermidplane (seeMethods). Fig. 3a com-
pares these density profiles obtained near the bound peptide (r b Rc)
and away from the peptide (r N Rc). For these comparisons we assume
that the bilayer-water boundary in the distant regions (r N Rc) occurs
at zb≈20:0A∘, where nl(zb) ≈ nw(zb). Consistent with Fig. 2 this figure
demonstrates a considerable decrease in the density of proximal lipids
(r b Rc). Specifically, when averaged over 0 b z b zb the proximal lipid
atom number density nl

prox is reduced to 0.71nldist, where nldist is the den-
sity for distant lipids (r N Rc). In other words, below the peptide “foot-
print” the lipid atom number density is reduced, on an average, by
about 30%. It is alsoworth noting that in Fig. 3a themaximum in peptide
atom number density np(z) at z ¼ 13A∘ approximately coincides with
the maximum difference between nl

prox(z) and nl
dist(z). The impact of

bound Aβ peptide on individual lipid groups (see Fig. 1a) is illustrated
in Fig. 3b. It follows from this figure and Table 1 that below the peptide
“footprint” the atom number density for all groups G1–G5 is sup-
pressed, from 25% for fatty acid chains (G4,G5) to 37% for phosphorus
(G2). Furthermore, according to Table 1 the peaks in atomnumber den-
sities nl(z; k) for all groups k=G1–G5 in proximal lipids are shifted clos-
er to the bilayer midplane by as much as 1:5A∘. These findings suggest
that, although bound Aβ peptide depresses the density of lipids through
the leaflet volume, it produces the strongest impact on the lipid
headgroups and glycerol, whereas the fatty acid tails residing deeper
in the bilayer core experience weaker perturbation. In addition, we
conclude that Aβ not only creates a lipid density depression, but also in-
dents the bilayer.

To directly probe bilayer indentation we defined the quantity b

zP(r) N, which is the average position along the axis z of phosphorus
atoms at the distance r from the peptide center of mass. According to
Fig. 4 b zP(r) N monotonically decreases as r becomes smaller. For
example, the average b zP N for rb6A∘ is 15.3 ± 0.6 Å, whereas at r N
Rc b zP N=17.4 ± 0.1 Å. The latter agrees well with the value computed
for Aβ-free system (17.4 ± 0.0 Å). Therefore, compared to the regions
distant from Aβ the bilayer is indented near the center of Aβ “footprint”
by 2.1 Å. On the other hand, the bilayer thickness away from Aβ is not
1 Unless otherwise noted lipid position is represented by its center of mass.
affected. In the Discussion we examine other estimates of bilayer
thickness.

An important question pertains to the effect of Aβ binding on lipid-
lipid interactions. To answer this question we plot in Fig. 5 the radial
G3 0.65 ± 0.10 −1.0 ± 0.5
G4/G5 0.75 ± 0.09 −1.5 ± 0.3

a densities are averaged over 0 b z b zb.
b Δzmax(k) = zmax

prox(k) − zmax
dist (k), where zmax(k) are the locations of maxima in nl(z; k).
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Fig. 4.Bilayer indentation b zP(r) N as a function of thedistance r from the center ofmass of
bound Aβmonomer. The REMD data for Aβ+bilayer system are given in black, whereas
the data from the control Aβ-free simulations are in red. Errors are presented as bars. Ver-
tical black dashed line shows the depression radius Rc ¼ 14A∘ . The figure suggests that
binding of Aβmonomer causes DMPC bilayer thinning.
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distribution function for phosphorus atoms gPP(r) computed separately
for proximal and distant lipids (seeMethods). This figure shows that, al-
though at r≲20A∘ gPP(r) for proximal lipids is consistently smaller than
for distant lipids, the shapes of both functions are remarkably similar.
For example, the peaks at r f s ¼ 6A∘ in both gPP(r) functions correspond
to the first shell of lipids surrounding a reference lipid. Smaller values of
gPP(r) for proximal lipids indicate that the local density of phosphorus
atoms is reduced near the bound Aβ that is consistent with the conclu-
sions drawn from Figs. 2 and 3. In addition, Fig. 5 presents gPP(r) func-
tion computed for Aβ-free bilayer, which demonstrates remarkable
agreement with gPP(r) obtained for distant lipids up to the distance r≈
10A∘ . Discrepancies between gPP(r) for Aβ-free bilayer and for distant
lipids at rN10A∘ reflect the influence of lipid density depression created
by the peptide in the Aβ+bilayer system. Thus, the results presented in
Fig. 5 suggests that (i) the local packing of distant lipids is not affected
by Aβ, and (ii) the packing of proximal lipids is reduced, because there
are fewer neighboring lipids surrounding proximal lipids. Given the
similarity in gPP(r) shape between proximal and distant lipids and the
Fig. 5. The radial number density distribution function for phosphorus atoms gPP(r) as a
function of the distance r from a reference phosphorus atom. The REMD data for Aβ +-
bilayer system and the data from the control Aβ-free simulations are in black and red, re-
spectively. Solid and dashed lines represent the distributions computed for proximal and
distant (with respect to Aβ) reference lipids. Bars indicate errors. The figure suggests that
Aβ binding does not change lipid–lipid interactions, but reduces their surface density.
fact that the first lipid shell is located at the same distance rfs, we
conclude that Aβ binding does not significantly affect lipid–lipid
interactions.

Further information about the impact of bound Aβ on lipid bilayer
is provided by the area per lipid Al, a quantity frequently used
in membrane simulations. Specifically, we computed the area per
lipid b Al(r) N as a function of the distance from the peptide center
of mass r. Fig. 6 demonstrates that the areas per proximal lipids (r b Rc)
are dramatically lower than for distant lipids (r N Rc). Indeed, the corre-
sponding averages of b Al(r) N are 42.8 ± 1.5 and 61.8 ± 0.5 Å2. If
we restrict the computations to the center of the binding “footprint”
rb6A∘ð Þ and to “very” distant lipids (rN20A∘), then b Al N become
33.9 ± 3.2 and 63.5 ± 0.4 Å2, respectively. In contrast, the area per
distant lipids (rN20A∘ ) is not affected by Aβ monomer, because its
value is close to b Al N computed for Aβ-free system (65.1 ± 0.00 Å2).
3.2. Aβ impact on the structure of lipid molecules

In this sectionwe explore the impact of Aβ binding on the conforma-
tions and orientation of lipid molecules. To this end, we first present in
Fig. 7a the lipid carbon–deuterium order parameter − b SCD(i) N for
each carbon i in the fatty acid chain sn-2. As in the analysis above
b SCD(i) N is computed separately for proximal and distant lipids.
The figure shows that the order parameter of proximal lipids is con-
sistently lower than the order parameter of distant lipids indicating
that the former are more disordered. Indeed, the average value of
− b SCD(i) N for 13 carbons in proximal lipids is 0.13 ± 0.00, but
it increases to 0.16 ± 0.00 when distant lipids are considered. Fur-
thermore, b SCD(i) N distributions observed for distant lipids and
obtained for Aβ-free bilayer are in good agreement, e.g., the root
mean square deviation (RMSD) between them is just 0.005. For
comparison, the RMSD between proximal lipids and the lipids
from Aβ-free system is 0.029, which is almost six-fold higher. In
Fig. S6 from Supplementary Data we provide an additional plot of
− b SCD(r; i) N, which shows the order parameter dependence on
the distance r from the peptide center of mass. Fig. S6 demon-
strates that the disorder in fatty acid chains monotonically grows
as the distance to the peptide decreases. Similar results have been
obtained for sn-1 chains. For example, for proximal and distant
Fig. 6.Area per lipid b Al(r) N computed as a function of a distance r to Aβmonomer center
of mass. The REMD data for Aβ +bilayer system and the data from the control Aβ-free
simulations are in black and red, respectively. Errors are shown as bars. Vertical black
dashed line shows the depression radiusRc ¼ 14A∘. The figure shows a dramatic decrease
in the area per lipid in the vicinity of the bound peptide.
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lipids the average values of − b SCD(i) N are 0.12 ± 0.00 and
0.16 ± 0.00.

From the analysis of b SCD(i) N alone it is unclear if the disordering ef-
fect is limited to the orientation of C\Hbonds or it also impacts the fatty
acid backbone. To probe the orientation of fatty acid tails with respect to
bilayer normal, we used the order parameter b SCC(i) N (see Methods
and Fig. 7b). This figure indicates that Aβ binding also disorders orien-
tations of fatty acid tails. Indeed, the RMSD between b SCC(i) N ob-
tained for distant lipids and those found in Aβ-free bilayer is 0.006,
but it grows five-fold to 0.032, if proximal lipids are compared against
those in Aβ-free bilayer. The average b SCC(i) N for 13 carbons in prox-
imal and distant lipids are 0.14 ± 0.00 and 0.18 ± 0.00, respectively.
Because both order parameters, b SCD(i) N and b SCC(i) N, are reduced for
proximal lipids compared to distant ones, we conclude that Aβ binding
disorders fatty acid tails. It is also evident that Aβ binding does not im-
pact fatty acid tails in distant lipids. Similar conclusions follow from the
analysis of sn-1 chains.
(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. (a) Lipid carbon–deuterium order parameter − b SCD(i) N computed for carbon
atoms i in the fatty acid chains sn-2. (b) Complementary order parameter b SCC(i) N com-
puted for carbon atoms i in the fatty acid chains sn-2. The parameter SCD probes the orien-
tation of carbon\hydrogen bondswith respect to the bilayer normal, whereas SCC reports
the orientation of the fatty acid backbone bondswith respect to the bilayer normal. REMD
data for Aβ+bilayer systemand the data from the control Aβ-free simulations are in black
and red, respectively. Solid and dashed lines represent proximal and distant (with respect
to Aβ) lipids. Bars indicate errors. Both panels suggest that Aβ peptide disorders the orien-
tation of lipid tails with respect to the bilayer normal.
It is important to note that disordering of fatty acid tails may occur,
because Aβ induces conformational flexibility in the tails or because
the tail orientations change. (The analysis below focuses on sn-2 chains,
although similar results were obtained for sn-1 tails.) To distinguish
between the two possibilities, we considered the number of gauche
defects g in fatty acid backbones. Fig. 8 shows the probability distribu-
tions of dihedral anglesα in the sn-2 fatty acid chains, P(α). Comparison
of P(α) computed for proximal and distant lipids reveals that the distri-
butions of dihedral angles in the fatty acid tails are not affected by Aβ.
Specifically, the numbers of gauche defects g in proximal and distant
lipids are about the same being equal to 3.7 ± 0.0 and 3.6 ± 0.0.
Furthermore, the latter is equal to the value of g obtained from Aβ-
free simulations (see Supplementary Data). Lipid tail structure can be
further analyzed by plotting the probability distributions of the lengths
of fatty acid sn-2 chains, P(L) (Fig. 9a). The average chain lengths b L N
for proximal and distant lipids and for the lipids from Aβ-free bilayer
are 13.3 ± 0.0, 13.5 ± 0.0, and 13.5 ± 0.0 Å, respectively. Consistent
with the analysis of gauche defects these results show that Aβ does
not appreciably affect the conformations of fatty acid tails. Finally, we
present in Fig. 9b the probability distributions of fatty acid tilt angles
P(γ) for sn-2 chains (see Methods for γ definition). It follows from
this figure that the average values of γ for proximal and distant lipids
and for the lipids from Aβ-free bilayer are 144.8 ± 0.4°, 149.4 ± 0.2°,
and 148.8 ± 0.1°, respectively. The analysis of the dependence of γ on
the distance to the peptide r shows that within the center of Aβ “foot-
print” (rb6A∘) the tilt is further increased to 141.4±2.8°. Thesefindings
register larger tilt of proximal lipid tails compared to distant ones.
Therefore, Figs. 8 and 9 suggest that Aβ binding leaves lipid conforma-
tions intact, but increases the tilt of fatty acid tails. The implication of
these results is considered in the Discussion.
3.3. Impact of Aβ binding on water distribution

It is important to explore the effect of Aβ binding on the distribution
of water near the DMPC bilayer and its permeation through the bilayer.
Fig. 3a shows the water atom number density nw(z) computed sepa-
rately for proximal (r b Rc) and distant (r N Rc) water molecules (r is
gauche- gauche+ snartsnart

Fig. 8. Probability distributions P(α) of backbone dihedral angles α in the sn-2 fatty acid
chains. REMD data for Aβ+bilayer system and the data from the control Aβ-free simula-
tions are in black and red, respectively. Solid and dashed lines represent proximal and dis-
tant (with respect to Aβ) lipids. Yellow, dark and light gray regions correspond to trans,
gauche-, and gauche+ states, respectively, whereas the vertical black dashed lines show
the boundaries of these regions. As three sets of data in the plot virtually coincide, it strik-
ingly demonstrates that Aβ peptide bound to the bilayer does not change the conforma-
tions of lipid tails.
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Fig. 9. (a) Probability distributions P(L) of end-to-end lengths L for sn-2 chains. (b) Probability distributions P(γ) of fatty acid tilt angles γ for sn-2 chains. REMD data for Aβ + bilayer
system and the data from the control Aβ-free simulations are in black and red, respectively. Solid and dashed lines represent proximal and distant (with respect to Aβ) lipids. The figure
suggests that while binding of Aβ does not change the end-to-end length of fatty acid tails, it increases their tilt with respect to the bilayer normal.
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the distance to Aβ center ofmass). It follows from this figure that inside
the bilayer (z b zb) no significant changes in the water density are
observed between the distant and proximal regions, i.e., nwprox(z b zb)
≈ nw

dist(z b zb). However, Fig. 3a indicates that Aβ peptide markedly
reduces water density in the vicinity of the bilayer. To quantify this
effect we define the interface water layer, which extends along the
z-axis from the bilayer-water boundary at zb to ze, at which the influ-
ence of bilayer on water density vanishes (nwprox(ze)≈ nw

dist(ze)). From
the plots in Fig. 3a we find ze≈35:5A∘ . By comparing water atom
number densities averaged over the interface layers, which are proximal
and distant from the bound Aβ, we determine that nwprox(zb b z b ze) =
0.83nwdist(zb b z b ze). If the same computations are restricted to the center
of Aβ “footprint” (rb6A∘), then nw

prox(zb b z b ze) is further reduced to
0.70nwdist(zb b z b ze). Interestingly, the analysis of Fig. 3a indicates that
the maximum in the peptide atom number density np(z) at z ¼ 25A∘ N
zb coincides with the maximum difference between nw

prox(z) and nw
dist(z)

in the interface layer. Taken together, these observations argue that
partial insertion of Aβ does not enhance water permeation into the
bilayer within its “footprint”. Furthermore, bound Aβ causes noticeable
dehydration of the bilayer water interface by 20% within the peptide
“footprint”, which increases to 30% in the “footprint” center.
4. Discussion

4.1. Aβ perturbs and indents DMPC bilayer

We have used all-atom explicit water model and isobaric–isother-
mal REMD simulations to probe binding of Aβ monomers to DMPC
bilayer. In the previous study we have found that binding of Aβ leads
to shallow insertion of the peptide C-terminal and central hydrophobic
cluster into the bilayer [26]. In this study, we have analyzed the impact
of Aβ monomers in the structure of lipid bilayer. Our findings are as
follows. First, Aβ causes a depression of lipid density on the bilayer
surface, effectively creating a shallow hole within the bilayer structure.
For example, lipid area density in the center of Aβ “footprint” drops
three-fold compared to the density in Aβ-free regions. Second, Aβ
indents the lipid bilayer by pushing lipids toward the bilayer midplane.

To provide visual illustration of these observations we present
Fig. 10a which shows the number density of lipid heavy atoms nl(r, z)
as a function of the distance to the peptide center of mass r and the
distance to the bilayer midplane z. This plot together with the cartoon
in Fig. 10b vividly illustrates the density depression caused by Aβ pep-
tide in the upper bilayer leaflet. To quantify the effects of Aβ binding
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Fig. 10. (a) The number density of lipid heavy atoms nl(r, z) computed as a function of the
distance r toAβ center ofmass and the position z along the bilayer normal. (b) A schematic
cartoon summarizing lipid density depression caused by binding Aβ monomer. Lipid
headgroups are shown in blue, whereas Aβ helices are represented by orange cylinders.
(c) The number density of water oxygen atoms nw(r, z) computed as a function of the dis-
tance r to Aβ center ofmass and the position z along the bilayer normal. In panels (a,c) the
densities are color coded according to the scales on the right. The extent of lipid density
depression with the radius Rc ¼ 14A∘ is shown by vertical dashed lines. Data presented
in the panels (a,c) are averaged over twoAβpeptides. Panels (a–b) provide a vivid illustra-
tion of lipid density depression within the “footprint” of bound Aβ monomer. Panel
(c) demonstrates a dehydration of DMPC bilayer caused by Aβ monomer.
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we computed the average nl(r, z) for r b Rc and 0 b z b zb (zb is the
bilayer-water boundary defined in the Results) and found it to be
equal to 0.026 ± 0.002 Å−3. The corresponding averages in the distant
region of the upper leaflet (r N Rc, 0 b z b zb) and in the proximal
region of the lower leaflet (r b Rc, − zb b z b 0) are 0.034 ± 0.000 and
0.034 ± 0.000 Å−3, respectively. These values indicate that Aβ binding
affects only the upper bilayer leaflet within the binding “footprint”,
whereas the lower leaflet remains largely unperturbed. Therefore, we
surmise that shallow peptide insertion fails to disturb lipid structure
throughout the bilayer cross-section as depicted in Fig. 10b. Important-
ly, Fig. 10a affords a direct estimate of bilayer thinning. For this purpose
we redefine the bilayer boundary as zl(r), atwhich nl(r, zl)=0.5nl,max(r)
and nl,max(r) is themaximum of nl(r, z) at a given r. Because zl is selected
such thatzl≈zb ¼ 20:0A∘ at r N Rc, we can consider the bilayer boundary
even in dehydrated regions within the binding “footprint”, where zb is
ill-defined. Taking into account that the average zl in the center of Aβ
“footprint” (rb6A∘) is 13:8A∘ , we conclude that Aβ indents the upper
leaflet by 6.2 Å. Interestingly, according to Fig. 10a lipid density depres-
sion in the upper leaflet is mirrored by minor indentation in the lower
leaflet. Using − zl(r) computed for the lower leaflet the amplitude of
its indentation was found to be 1 Å. Thus, the actual thinning ΔD of
the bilayer near Aβ binding location is about 7.2 Å. This estimate
provides a better measure of bilayer thinning than the indentation
amplitude based on the positions of phosphorus atoms in the upper
leaflet alone.

Depression of lipid density and bilayer thinning raises the question
about the effect of Aβ on lipid-lipid interactions. The radial distribution
functions gPP(r) for lipid phosphorus atoms in Fig. 5 demonstrate that
the distance between the reference lipid and the first lipid shell is the
same (rfs ¼ 6A∘) for proximal and distant lipids. Thus, although gPP(r)
for proximal lipids is suppressed reflecting lipid density depression,
the lipid–lipid interactions themselves are not affected by the peptide.
It is also important to reconcile lipid density depressionwith the chang-
es in area per lipid Al, which is decreased almost two-fold (from 63.5 to
33.9Å2) in the center of Aβ binding “footprint”. Using Fig. 2bwe showed
that within the peptide “footprint” lipids are mixed with amino acids
resulting in overall denser molecular packing compared to distant re-
gions. Specifically, we showed that the area number density combining
lipid phosphorus atoms with side chain centers of mass increases four-
fold within Aβ “footprint” compared to Aβ-free regions. To directly vi-
sualize this result we present in Fig. S7 from Supplementary Data a
snapshot of Voronoi tessellation of bilayer surface from Aβ+bilayer
simulations. The figure reveals that due to increased density the area
of proximal lipid polygons is reduced compared to distant lipids.
Therefore, the peptide “footprint” is more densely packed than Aβ-
free regions that, in turn, explains a two-fold reduction in area per
lipid Al.

Because the impact of Aβmonomer on lipid sn-1 and sn-2 chains is
quantitatively similar, we concentrated our analysis on sn-2 tails. Lipid
order parameters b SCD N plotted in Fig. 7a indicate disordering of prox-
imal lipids in comparison with distant lipids. We showed that average
SCD for distant lipids is 0.16, but for proximal lipids it decreases to
0.13. The distribution of b SCD(r; i) N presented in Fig. S6 further
shows that lipid disordering begins with terminal carbons in the fatty
acid sn-2 chains. The second lipid order parameter SCC demonstrates
that disordering in lipids is not limited to C\H bonds, but involves
fatty acid tail backbones. Surprisingly, the analysis of the probability
distributions of dihedral angles P(α) in the fatty acid tails and of their
end-to-end lengths P(L) indicates that Aβ does not perturb lipid confor-
mations themselves. However, the probability distributions of tilt angles
P(γ) implicate a larger tilt (i.e., smaller γ) for proximal lipids with
respect to bilayer normal. To check if the changes in tilt angle alone
are sufficient to produce variations in SCD observed in Fig. 7a we used
the following procedure. Using Aβ-free simulations we tabulated the
function SCD(γ; i) and then computed the average SCD(i) for each carbon
i using the distributions P(γ) for distant and proximal lipids in Fig. 9b.
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The functions SCD(i) reconstructed through this procedure reproduce
remarkably well the plots in Fig. 7a. Therefore, changes in the tilt of
lipid tails are responsible for the differences in b SCD(i) N observed
between proximal and distant lipids. This outcome is consistent with
the observationmade previously that variations in SCD can be accounted
by the lipid tilt [43]. Taken together these results imply that Aβ binding
mainly disorders spacial orientation of fatty acid tails, while leaving
their internal conformations fairly intact.

Using Fig. 3a we concluded that Aβ binding does not enhance water
permeation into the bilayer. Furthermore, bound Aβ causes noticeable
dehydration of the bilayer–water interface by 20% within the peptide
“footprint” increasing to 30% in the “footprint” center. To visualize
water distribution near the bilayer we plot in Fig. 10c the number den-
sity ofwater oxygen atoms nw(z, r). The plot shows a dehydrated region
near the bilayer surface in the proximity of the bound Aβ. Therefore,
Fig. 10c directly confirms that Aβ monomer dehydrates zwitterionic
DMPC bilayer and does not enhance water permeation through the
bilayer.

Finally, it is useful to discuss potential finite size effects in our simu-
lations. We found that Aβ-free systems reasonably reproduce DMPC
experimental measurements (see Supplementary Data). We have also
shown that distant lipids have already the properties similar to those
in Aβ-free systems. These two observations argue that the number of
lipids in our systems appears sufficient.

4.2. Comparison with previous studies and implications for cytotoxicity

The impact of Aβ peptides on the structure of lipid bilayers has been
considered in a number of previous studies, so it is important to com-
pare our results with previous data. Using several structural measures
we showed that binding of Aβ disorders the orientation of fatty acid
tails. Similar conclusions have been reported in themolecular dynamics
(MD) simulations of DPPC bilayers with embedded Aβ peptides [20,21].
Specifically, it was found that SCD order parameter decreases in the close
proximity of pre-inserted Aβ monomers and oligomers. Furthermore,
around the embedded Aβ a noticeable thinning of the bilayer by as
much as 10 Å was observed [20]. Recent MD work probing the effect
of surface binding of Aβmonomer on POPCbilayer also found a decrease
in the bilayer thickness, albeit by only 3 Å [19]. These observations are
consistent with our results that partial insertion of Aβ monomer re-
duces the thickness of DMPC bilayer by ΔD ¼ 7:2A∘ in the center of
binding “footprint”. Approximate agreement of our ΔD with previous
simulation results alleviates the concern that the constraints utilized
in our system could affect bilayer thickness. Previous and our simulation
results support the view that bilayer thinning becomesmore significant
with deeper Aβ insertion into the bilayer [19]. Another quantity fre-
quently analyzed in computational studies is the area per lipid Al.
Most previous studies have registered a decrease in Al in the proximity
of Aβ [20,21,23]. For example, for DPPCwith embedded Aβ amore than
50% drop in the area per lipid (from 62 to 25A∘2) was reported [20]. That
result is similar to our finding for DMPC that Aβ binding induces a two-
fold decrease in Al.

Although previous studies have observed perturbation in lipid struc-
ture caused by Aβ, they did not find that Aβ peptide enhances water
permeation through the bilayer. For example, when Aβ is pulled deep
into the DPPC bilayer, the peptide impedeswater flux through the bilay-
er [23]. Another study has shown that Aβ monomers do not change
water permeation compared to Aβ-free bilayers [21]. These results are
in agreement with our findings that water permeation into the DMPC
bilayer is not enhanced by shallow insertion of Aβ monomer and that
bound Aβ dehydrates the bilayer surface.

Although the comparisons with experimental studies cannot be as
direct as with previous simulations, they are important for judging the
accuracy of computational predictions. Recent experiments have
shown that the disruption of DOPC/POPG bilayers is more severe,
when Aβ42 peptides are inserted rather than associated with the
membrane [15]. Similar result follows from the studies of Aβ binding
to zwitterionic POPC bilayers [8]. This work showed that surface Aβ
binding without penetration into the bilayer core does not change deu-
terium NMR spectra of fatty acids. These observations agree well with
our conclusion that,while shallow insertion of Aβmonomer causes pro-
nounced lipid density depression on the DMPC bilayer surface, it fails to
significantly disorder bilayer hydrophobic core or the opposite leaflet.
Experiments have also addressed the issue of membrane thinning [9].
Specifically, electron density profiles obtained fromX-ray diffraction in-
dicate that interaction of apparently soluble Aβwith cellular membrane
reduces its thickness by about 6 Å. This estimate is in good agreement
with our computational finding.

The comparisons presented above suggest that our results are
consistent with previous computational and experimental investiga-
tions. We believe that our work takes the analysis of Aβ-bilayer
interactions one step further by applying exhaustive conformational
NPT-REMD sampling. Although computationally expensive, this
method allowed us to construct an equilibrium density map of the
DMPC bilayer revealing lipid density depression on its surface in-
duced by Aβ monomer (Fig. 10a,b). Qualitative agreement of our
predictions with previous studies employing different lipid bilayers,
models, and sampling methods argues that the impact of Aβ mono-
mer on the zwitterionic DMPC bilayer depicted by us may be generic.
The main conclusion of our earlier study [26] was that binding of Aβ
monomer to zwitterionic DMPC bilayer results in a shallow penetra-
tion of the peptide, mainly, of its C-terminal and central hydrophobic
cluster, into the bilayer. Here, we showed that this mode of Aβ-bilayer
interaction induces a strong density depression on the bilayer surface,
but it fails to produce a pore across the bilayer. One may conjecture
that the limited scope of structural perturbation of the zwitterionic
bilayer caused by Aβ monomer represents the molecular basis of its
low cytotoxicity.
5. Conclusions

We have used isobaric–isothermal replica exchange molecular
dynamics to study the impact of Aβmonomer on the equilibrium prop-
erties of DMPC bilayer. Four main conclusions follow from this study.
First, Aβ peptide, which according to our previous study is bound and
partially inserted in the bilayer [26], reduces the density of lipids in
the binding “footprint” and indents the bilayer, thus creating a lipid
density depression. Second, our simulations reveal thinning of the bilay-
er and a decrease in the area per lipid in the proximity of Aβmonomer.
Third, although the analysis of lipid hydrophobic core detects
disordering in the orientations of lipid tails, it also shows surprisingly
minor structural perturbations in the tail conformations. We explain
these observation by shallow insertion of Aβ, which weakly affects the
density of fatty acid tails beneath Aβ binding “footprint”. Finally, shal-
low insertion of Aβ monomer does not enhance water permeation
through the DMPC bilayer and even results in considerable dehydration
of the bilayer–water interface. Therefore, our data imply that Aβmono-
mer bound to the surface of DMPC bilayer fails to perturb the bilayer
structure across both leaflets. We propose that the limited scope of
structural perturbations in the zwitterionic bilayer caused by Aβmono-
mer represents the molecular basis of its low cytotoxicity.
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